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Abstract

In the fall of 2020, during the first week of graduate
school, I crashed on my road bike and suffered a bigtime concussion. Like, lost-consciousness-and-forgotthe-whole-day kinda big. I became obsessed with this
permanent memory deletion. Trying to remember the
event was like trying to remember the first time I saw
the color blue. Impossible without supplementary data
or second-person observation.
Memory recall can operate like a game of telephone.
When we remember something, we’re really just remembering the last time we remembered it. We accrue
subtle adjustments to our memories that result in
gradual omissions and distillations.
This process fost a comparison between human
and machine. Each transference of data or memory
results in a loss: of quality, of clarity, of precision. The
more we redistribute data, the more bits we lose. The
further we move away from a memory, the less we can
remember. The compression of an image results in
imperceptible losses and drop frames. The compression of the brain results in imperceptible losses and
drop frames.
If our memory acts data – eroding with time, wiping
unexpectedly at a moment’s notice, how do we immortalize it, beyond the capability of deletion?
Here’s a few pages of memories that have remained.
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i don’t quite remember it that way

Providence • 2020

Preface

There are two types of long-term memory: implicit and
explicit. Within each category are further subdivisions —
for implicit, procedural memory. For explicit, episodic and
semantic memory.
Here’s how we can think about them: Episodic memories are conscious recollections of personal experience.
Your first kiss.01 Your last outing before the pandemic
lockdown.02 Semantic memories are more general or
“common” knowledge. London is the capital of England.
Madonna is the voice behind “Like A Prayer.”
Procedural memories do not require conscious recollection, and are associated with the performance of actions
and skills. Once learned, they are not easily forgotten.
Like riding a bicycle.

01 Alex Van Dorn, 8th grade, outside my front gate, in the rain.
02 10pm showing of Portrait of a Lady on Fire with my friend Chaffee
Duckers (real name) at the Nitehawk in Williamsburg. We got the last two
seats, front row all the way to the right, and the whole next day I was horny
with a sore neck.
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For reasons not fully understood, procedural memories are
more resistant to loss and trauma.03 Some of this is likely
explained by anatomy: the part of the brain responsible for
processing non-declarative memory, the basal ganglia, is in a
more protected location in the center of the brain.
Other hypotheses for the resilience of procedural memory
are more speculative, and consider how the hippocampus,
a key factor in the organization of episodic memory, is more
susceptible to neuroplasticity, or synaptic reorganization.04
Episodic memories that precede a traumatic event are likely
to be rearranged or recalled out of order. Victims of head
injuries will often wake with no recollection of recent events
but with little damage to processing.

03 Boris Suchan, “Why Don’t We Forget How to Ride a Bike?,” Scientific American, November 18, 2018, https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-dontwe-forget-how-to-ride-a-bike/
04 Kitabatake, Yasuji, Kurt A. Sailor, Guo-li Ming, and Hongjun Song. 2007.
“Adult Neurogenesis and Hippocampal Memory Function: New Cells, More
Plasticity, New Memories?” Neurosurgery Clinics of North America 18 (1): 105–13.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nec.2006.10.008.

Introduction

← CT Brain face C-spine Supine Face-Sinus
← ← CT Brain face C-spine Helical Brain
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Providence • 2020

Carnoustie
1996

A memory, or an idea of one. This one is recurring. I’m a kid,
living in the suburbs, on my way to pick out my costume at
the strip mall Halloween superstore. Costumes in sealed
packages on the wall, themed sets of party favors on aisle
three. I beg my mom to take me to Chuck-E-Cheeses after
but it’s not a special occasion and the pizza isn’t even that
good and we have Kraft at home.
I’m here a lot – in a manufactured memory of Americana
that isn’t quite mine. I didn’t grow up here, but an inherited
accent and generational ties have me cosplaying that I’m
“from” here. I’ve lived my whole life in cities and developed
an unfounded elitism towards suburban life.
So why do I return to this place? An obsession with the
small minutiae of American life, the tiny parts that make up
a whole. An investigation of the subtle culture clash between
England and America. This vision brings me back to the
suburbs, a place that used to represent progress, but now
represents stasis. Comfort. Whiteness. Stability.
The psychohistorical culture of the American identity is one
of transience and constant motion – the complicated legacy
of Manifest Destiny at play. We don’t stay in place. Movement
equals progress.

↑ With mom in Charlotte, 1995
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Charlotte • 1996

↑ Southpark mall, 1995
→ Charlotte Panthers inaugural season, 1995
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London • 2000

Bankside
2018

Brutalist architecture gives me the creeps. The brick-walled
chimney stack of the Tate Modern is an eyesore on the southern face of the Thames, between Waterloo and Southwark.
Inside, there was a crack. A chasm through the main floor,
visible from the balconies of all levels.
Somewhere in the cloud, in the data archives of a now-obsolete social networking site, there is an image of me stepping
over the fissure. I am proudly wearing a new pair of Nike
Dunks, purchased with two months’ allowance.
I revisited the Tate the last time I was home, three years ago.
By some circumstance I found myself at a lunch party hosted
in a flat within a new development with window views of the
Tate – The NEO Bankside.
Residents of the NEO, built in 2013, lodge regular complaints about disruptive activity on the Tate’s rooftop,
knowing full well that the building was marketed to them for
its proximity to the world-class museum. There have been
reports of tourists and binoculars peering into windows of
private apartments.

In 2006 there was a northern bottlenose whale swimming
in the River Thames.01 The city watched for 24 hours as the
British Divers Marine Life Rescue attempted to save her. She
died as they were pulling her out of the water.
A post-mortem revealed the cause to be a combination of
fatigue, hunger, kidney failure, and lacerations from boats
and rocky riverbeds. Her presence in the Thames could have
been explained by illness, noise pollution, a food hunt, or
navigational error.02
Back at the Tate, the crack had been filled, but some scars
remain.

01 Kerry Lotzof, “The Thames whale: a celebrity specimen,” news release, June 25
2017, https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/thames-whale-back-on-display.html.
02 Mark Oliver. “Whale stranded in Thames.” The Guardian. January 20, 2006.
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2006/jan/20/houseofcommons.thameswhale.

At the lunch, I was served a four course meal capped with a
flashy desert, some type of fruit suspended in gelatin.
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London • 2018

↑ Closeup, Doris Salcedo, “Shibboleth I,” 2007
→ “Shibboleth I:” at Tate Modern, London, 2007
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London • 2018

↑ “Shibboleth I” after being filled in, 2008
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London • 2018

↑ Rescue attempt of the Thames Whale, 2006
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London • 2018

↑ Bones of the Thames Whale at Natural History Museum, London
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London • 2000

→ Battersea Power Station before
it became the Tate Modern, 1957
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London • 2018

Images from Tate
Modern collection
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London • 2018

→ Architectural sketches of NEO Bankside gardens
↓ The gardens after construction

→ NEO Bankside plans
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London • 2018

Sketches for
NEO Bankside
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Cycling through time

London • 2018

St. John’s Wood
2004

When I think of home, I think of dancing to Madonna in the
living room with mom. We picked up a hard copy of every
album (imagine), and each polycarbonate release sustained
us until the next.
Mom has just returned from HMV with the new Madonna album. Confessions on a Dancefloor. She marvels that Madonna is her very same age (almost to the day), and yet Madge’s
arms look like that at forty-seven. We are just on the cusp of
the streaming era – upstairs the family desktop hums with
bugs from Limewire downloads – so we listen through the
album in full to identify our favorites, we don’t auto-sort by
popularity and singles. I pick “Hung Up,” which actually was
the single, but mom is different. Mom picks “Sorry.”
The song opens with Madonna apologizing in five languages.
It’s a practice we adopt from then on, apologizing in French,
Spanish, Dutch, and Italian (in the order) whenever we’ve
upset each other:
Je suis désolé
Lo siento
Ik ben droevig
Sono spiacente
Perdóname…
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Nostalgia as an emotion that can’t quite be categorized. It’s
neither happy nor sad. It’s a form of sensationalized and
selective memory of the good or good-adjacent.
I think of Marion Cotillard’s character in Midnight in Paris
longing for La Belle Époque. Wishing to live in another time,
but ignoring its flaws. I want to be in that room with my mom,
playing Madonna, but I don’t want the looming braces, the
first period.
Sometimes the experience of nostalgia taps into our shared
cultural knowledge of history, informed by depictions in popular culture. Like a Walgreens speaker playing Madonna’s
“Crazy for You,” taking you back to the 80’s. or an idea of the
80’s, even if you weren’t alive until 1994.
My research and practice is guided by the same question
that motivates set dressers, museum curators, and filmmakers alike: can a time and a place happen again? Is it possible
to reconstruct a memory with such accuracy that contemporary audiences can experience it anew?

London • 2004

↑ Still from Madonna’s “Hung Up” music video, 2004
→ Promotional image from “Hung Up” album, 2004
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London • 2004

→ HMV, London, 1960s
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↑ HMV
Oxford St,
1960s
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London • 2000

Sodermalm
2020

The Swedes are guided by and raised around a philosophy
called “lagom.” Exact translations can vary, but in general,
it means “just enough” or “not too much.” When asked how
much milk you’d like in your coffee, or if the temperature is
sufficient in your pedicure bath, you might respond “lagom.” It is also a cultural mindset, understood to be a quiet
confidence, a quality of not talking about yourself too much
or singing your own praises. In that way, it is laughably
un-American.
The night before I stole a hat from the Fotografiska in Södermalm, I stayed up late writing my graduate application
for RISD. In the back corner of the first gallery were catering
carts with crumpled napkins and lipstick-stained champagne
flutes, remnants from a cocktail hour the museum had hosted
the night before. I made a promise with myself, that if the hat
was still on the catering cart after I had finished visiting all of
the galleries, it would be mine.

↑ Stockholm, 1940s
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↑ Vintage Volvo ad, 1981
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Stockholm • 2020

Interstate 95
1997

Our 1992 Toyota Sienna transported three kids under ten
between North and South Carolina from 1994-1998, and then
for five summers after. On long riders, we’d make it through
two screenings from our VHS collection.
Mom’s homemade distraction system was a Sony Trivitron
dual VHS television, secured on a blue milk crate with orange and black bungee cords. The whole rig was sandwiched
behind the front middle console, and one of us had to hold it
steady through the sharp turns out of the driveway.
One summer we were our way to drop my oldest brother
Henry off at summer camp, during his terrible teens. Seniority declared that he chose the screenings and we landed on a
Spielberg double-header: A.I. and E.T.
How would our parents distract us now? Would our in-car
entertainment system look more like divided iPads with
dueling screenings, each equipped with noise-cancelling
headphones? Me, engrossed in another episode of Gumby,
and Henry, watching E.T. and Eliot ride his Kuwahara BMX
bike into the sky on a hand-held 12.9 inch LCD display.

↑ Mom, Dad, and Henry (out of view), Windsor, 1987
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London • 2000

East Bay
2020

I was riding 20.6 MPH when I collided, head-on, into another
cyclist on a sharp downhill curve. I drifted into the center of
the path to accommodate my speed on a blind corner, just
as he drifted into the center of the lane to avoid slow-moving
pedestrians. The pavement caught my fall. It took me nine
months to get back on my bike.
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London • 2000

Greenwich
2000

The Millenium Dome was constructed between 1996-1998
in London’s Greenwich Peninsula.
Intended to welcome and celebrate Brittania ahead of the
third millenium, the dome went the way of almost every
attempted national exposition or world’s fair – ridiculed for
costly construction, underattendance, idiosyncratic curation, and, eventually – site abandonment.
After the building’s completion in 1998, designers and
artists were given two years to fill the facilities ahead of
the December 31, 1999 premiere. What it eventually housed
was deemed by visitors and journalists alike to be a series
of experimental misfires.
The interior was divided into fourteen zones representing who we are, where we live, and what we do. The most
popular zone, Body, walked visitors through a tunnel with
a naval piercing and animatronic pubic lice at 100x scale.
The Money zone contained a glass tunnel full of £1 million
in £50 notes. The dame of the dome, a 203.04 carat, £344
million diamond from De Beers called the “Millenium Star”
was on display in the Millenium Jewels exhibit, and became
the subject of an attempted heist in November 2000.
The thiefs had planned to escape by boat on the River
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Thames.01
The cost of tickets was too high and the exhibit underperformed. Only 10% of the british population arrived, half of
what they expected. Not nearly enough to cover the £43
million expenditure.02
I visited the dome in early 2000 with my dad. We took a
photo with E.T. and received a copy as a souvenir, a photoshopped ID card with the image and the words “you can
always find me.”
Like many temporary structures namely, Olympic facilities –
the dome sat vacant, a symbol of its vast taxpayer expense,
until it could find a new use. Years later it reopened as the
O2 Arena, the Madison Square Garden of London, finding
second life as a venue for big-name artists, reunion tours, and
visiting NBA exhibition games.

01 Oliver Burkeman. “Dome’s hamster goes for £3,000, the body zone louse for
rather less.” February 28, 2001. https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2001/feb/28/
dome.shopping.
02 Rowan Moore. “The Millennium Dome 20 years on… revisiting a very British
fiasco.” December 1, 2019. https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2019/dec/01/
millennium-dome-20-years-on-new-labour.”

London • 2000

↑ Original plans for the Dome (Rogers Stirk Harbour & Partners), 1998
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London • 2000

↑ Dome Opening, December 31, 1999
← Queen Elizabeth II and Tony Blair
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London • 2000

↑ BT Dome advertisement
→ Me, 2000
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London • 2000

↑ Graven Design, “Money Zone”
← Zaha Hadid Architects “Mind Zone”
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London • 2000

↑ CCTV footage of the heist attempt
← The DeBeers Millenium Diamond, true-to-size
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London • 2000

Bukit Timah
1992

The man who cut my mom’s hair worked above a hawker
centre just below Hindhede Park. The setup was similar to a
traditional arcade—a long hallway with different storefronts—
and his salon was halfway down on the left.
It was here that she first read a copy of Madonna’s SEX
book, behind the black curtain that separated her from the
other customers. The hairdresser had smuggled the book
into the country, through Malaysia, due to Singapore’s strict
content regulations.01
Madonna’s catalogue from the early 1990’s, a suggestive
tryptich that included Erotica (1992), SEX (1993), and Bedtime Stories (1994), led to a dip in the star’s popularity that
would’ve looked more like praise for its celebration of female
sexuality had it been released in 2021.02 The queen of pop’s
foray into taboo topics dismayed critics and demure audiences who had wished she stuck chart toppers in C major.
01 Almost everything imported into the country was examined by the Singaporian government. My parents would receive recorded tapes of NFL games, and
MTV music videos from the U.S. that the inspectors not bothered to rewind.
02 Criminally underrated in 1994, now redeemed by modern sensibilities, the
brilliant Bedtime Stories was full of universal lyrical truths, like “happiness lies in
your own hand,” a beautiful echo of my favorite sentiment from 1990’s “Justify My
Love” – “Poor is the man whose pleasures depend on the permission of another.”
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Bedtime Stories’ “Human Nature” was Madonna’s response
to mysoginistic condemnations of Erotica and SEX. It’s a
sarcastic call-and-response, delivered without remorse,
between samples of hip-hop group Main Source’s “What You
Need.”
Did I say something wrong?
Oops, I didn’t know I couldn’t talk about sex
(...What was I thinking?)

As I’ve grown up, I’ve learned to celebrate and scrutinize Madonna for her work destigmatizing queerness, but at the cost
of a commercial exploitation of its culture.03 Her triumphant
“comeback” album, 1998’s Ray of Light, is exempt from this
critique (all cultural appropriation from its music videos
aside). Madonna returned to the public eye with a baby
daughter, the most impressive biceps pop music had ever
seen, and an album loaded with the experimental, unmistakeable William Orbit production of ambient orchestral electronica. She sings of new motherhood, love lost and gained,
and life in the public eye (“I traded fame for love without a
second thought / now I find I’ve changed my mind),” over
arrangements inspired her practice of Ashtanga yoga and
Buddhism.
03 Specifically, New York ballroom culture the 1980’s, a scene parented by queer
black and latinx dancers, the undisputed home of voguing.

Singapore • 1992

↑ “Ray of Light” music video stills
← Ray of Light CD, 1998
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Singapore • 1992
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↑ Spread from SEX, 1992

Singapore • 1992

↑ Madonna arriving at the book premiere
← Still from Madonna “SEX”
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Singapore • 1992

←

↑ Hindhede Park, Singapore
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Singapore • 1992

Chesterfield
1998

Born and raised in Missouri, my grandfather was a civil engineer. He spent a year in Rhode Island at Brown before he
got too homesick and transferred to Mizzou, but would later
insist that the transfer was in search of a better engineering
program.

“cry.” Some were genuinely inspiring in their absurdity—nailing a painting to the wall through its frame (3x), lawn chairs
thrown in the community pool, mismatched shoes for a night
out, the silverware tossed into the car’s backseat as if it, too,
were going to the supermarket.

I picture him walking to campus, passing the RISD Museum,
feeling his calves burn up College Hill the same way that his
granddaughter’s would one day. Maybe a piece of his freshman spirit is still here, wondering why the hell I would want
to free swim in the Rhode Island sound.

Others were tragic—a constant state of restlessness, children
becoming strangers, a pneumonia that the body had forgotten how to fight.

A world traveler, Roger once held more miles than anyone
in the US on TWA. A math genius, he once held a record for
some type of math score at Mizzou. Or so I’ve been told…
these two “facts” are more like family legends, telephoned
through generations.
Around 1996, age 68, he deplaned during a layover from St.
Louis to Charlotte, and could not remember how he had gotten there or where he was going. That was the beginning.

Even in his most disoriented moments, he never forgot my
grandma’s face or name. In his 30’s, during the Korean War,
Roger was a civil engineer assigned to construction of a U.S.
Naval base at Subic Bay in the Philippines. Towards the end,
every photograph—even one of the Six Flags St. Louis—was a
photograph of Subic Bay.
At RISD, my work revolves around memory, its functions,
and the methods we use to reconstruct it. That I am writing
this from Providence—the place where my grandfather was
decades before he lost his—is a beautiful kind of irony.

My grandma had been alerted to odd behavior at work—
Roger was punctual by reputation, and now he was missing
meetings. Signs of his dementia varied, and my family could
generally categorize these moments as either “laugh” or
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Missouri • 1998

↑ Construction of the Gateway Arch, 1963
→ The Arch in 2020
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London • 2000

↑ Roger Halstead Burnet, 1984
← Roger, 1940s
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Missouri • 1998

Montana
2016, 2021

In my memory there are two Montanas. A winter on the way
to Yellowstone and a summer rodeo. One with my parents
and one with a girlfriend.
Pre-teens in satin, a riding category called “bareback,” the
locals obvious, and the passers-by even more so. A brewery
where a bulldog sits at the counter, and a brewery where I
play cards and lose.
Being in love feels like hitting all of the green lights on your
way to Target just to see what they have, and heartbreak
feels like being told that the event was supplying food so you
didn’t eat dinner but you get there three minutes late and all
of the mozz sticks are already gone.
I’ve spun through this cycle a few times but it was always
worse when I was younger, before I realized that you don’t
actually die every time.
There is no reason for people leaving your life except when
they die and even then some saddies constructed religions
to explain how those people are not actually dead after all.
I’m writing this from a Chic-Fil-A parking lot in Seekonk,
Massachusetts.
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London • 2000
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Montana • 2016. 2021
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Montana • 2016. 2021
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Montana • 2016. 2021

Evanston / Chelsea
1980s

Mom graduated from Smith College in 1980. Four years and
six hairstyles earlier, she matriculated as a Missouri teen
who had only ever seen the campus through a catalog.
Dad went to Holy Cross, part of a Jesuit double header
that began with high school at Chaminade in Long Island.
The Holy Cross campus sits atop a large hill overlooking
Wooster, MA and dad almost broke his collarbone sledding
down it on lunch trays every winter.
My parents met working in Chicago at the same company.
During her first week, mom was sent out to buy a cake for
the boss’ birthday. It was raining outside and she came back
drenched with wet hair and a frown. My dad leaned out of his
cubicle and said, “I think you forgot the candles.”
Hank was born two weeks late. When the doctors induced,
he came out upside-down with the aid of forceps that
scratched his right eye and left it shut for the first two weeks
of his life. My dad likes to joke that if that hadn’t happened,
he probably would’ve gone to Yale.

It’s a family joke that recycles on a semi-anual basis. I’ve
heard it at a Lids in the St. Louis Galleria, when no Cardinals
hat would fit Hank’s head, and again when the helmet rental
place had no answer for his needs.
Bob arrived two and a half years later, the births of my
brothers separated by the distance between the summer and
winter Olympics. He had an average-sized head and bleach
blonde hair that transitioned to auburn around age three.
He has a boy-who-lived scar on his forhead from diving into
the bathtub at four, and he was born with a birthmark on his
elbow that he had removed during a self-conscious phase
around twenty two. It left him with a scar that he’d show to
me as proof not to follow his lead after I started to develop
similar feelings about mine.

On the birth chart, a Very English doctor made note of the
circumference of his head (A Very English metric), by adding
that “the father has a rather large head.”
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Chicago, London • 1980s

Mom & dad, Madison, WI, 1982.
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Chicago, London • 1980s

Mom & dad, Chicago, 1982.
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Chicago, London • 1980s

↑ Brand new Hank, London, 1987.
← London, 1988.
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Chicago, London • 1980s

↑ Bob, St. John’s Wood, 2011.
← Hank, St. John’s Wood, 2012.
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Chicago, London • 1980s

↑ Kensington & Chelsea, 1987.
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Chicago, London • 1980s
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Chicago, London • 1980s

Southwark
2011

The original Monmouth Coffee is just outside of Borough
Market, on the corner of Park and Stoney. For years they
only carried whole milk. They would not make you a skim
milk latte.

The dentist figured it had been developing for a few years
and the working assumption was that I had been hit with a
basketball during some game sometime and my body’s response to the facial trauma was a freaky little benign tumour.

Two miles north is Smithfield Market. Passing by at four in
the morning you’d catch the prep cooks picking up ribeyes
before sunrise, flour from the fresh baked goods in the air,
just like the sugar storm scene from Gone Girl, except you’re
in the back of a cab with the spins coming home from a night
out in EC2.

Two surgeries and three root canals later, I had an aha moment when I recalled that for several months in 10th grade, in
order to get my braces off earlier, I doubled the rubber bands
my orthodontist supplied, the little ones that connect to your
top and bottom braces to realign your jaw. The elastic pulled
with twice the force at the tooth right below where the cyst
grew.

Both trips were a long and whine-filled tube ride from our
house too early on a Saturday morning. One of the last times
I was at Borough, I was chewing a full English on the right
side of my mouth, one week after jaw surgery.
Two months earlier, my parents were in the States for Bob’s
graduation from Bates, and Hank and I were home alone. On
his way out to a concert, he stopped by my room to find me
crying in bed about a weeklong toothache. We took a 10 PM
trip to an emergency dentist and he missed the show.

I confided in my mom that I might’ve been the cause the
facial trauma and she replied, “Duh.” We were only able to
laugh about because the procedures were almost all covered
by insurance. I couldn’t wear my retainer for a while after the
surgery, so I eventually outgrew it, undoing all much of the
braces’ work anyway.

A cyst had grown in my jaw and withered away a bone in my
face, and now that it was infected, was making itself known
via a stabbing pain above my front teeth.
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London • 2011

↑ Borough Market, London, 2011
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London • 2011

↑ Borough Market, London, 2011
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London • 2000
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↑ Mom & dad, Jubille line, 2011

London • 2011
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Providence • 2022

“Well, they aren’t violent until I’ve edited them.”
- Thelma Schoonmaker, on how such a ‘nice
lady’ could edit Martin Scorsese’s movies
“This is gonna be torture before it’s sublime.
Does that make it crazy?”
- Caroline Polachek, in ‘Door’ [2019]
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Colophon
Standard by Bruce Wilner
Palatino by Hermann Zapf
Spelling
This book follows British English spelling.
Color becomes colour, recognize becomes
recognise, and analog becomes analogue...
for no good reason, other than nostalgia :)

The rest to follow.
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